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ORDER 

May 18, 2023 

The Complainant alleged conflicts of interest and improper rulings by a 
superior court judge and a superior court judge pro tem involved in a family case.  

The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine 
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of 
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution. There must be clear and 
convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take 
disciplinary action against a judicial officer. 

The Commission does not have jurisdiction to overturn, amend, or remand a 
judicial officer’s legal rulings. The Commission reviewed all relevant available 
information and concluded there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical 
misconduct in this matter. The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to 
Commission Rules 16(a) and 23(a). 

Commission member Delia R. Neal did not participate in the consideration of 
this matter. 
 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on May 18, 2023. 





>>>>
>>>> Recently judge   ordered  to violate HIPPA from her previous employer and produce
phone records that would divulge several Hospice, Home health, and Palliative care patients information. 
attorney explained why this couldn’t happen, as well as that the phone in question didn’t even belong to to .
Judge  entered a protective order that was suppose to protect the patients information with out consent of
release of their informations stating only mothers counsel if records were to be received would have to destroy
information while also forcing her to have to give any records received to Criminal and his counsel with
out destruction of such informations in which they are not legally entitled to.
>>>>
>>>>  have passed and Judge  continues to threaten  on behalf of 
Filed extensive paperwork outlining Judge  bias, improprieties and Abuse of Authorities as
well as direct evidence of such matters. Judge  chose to assist  and her criminal client in their efforts
to harass , my claiming mother is in contempt for not being able to physically do things the judge ordered
intentionally knowing his orders were not with in mothers capability to do in an effort to produce false charges of
failure to comply against her in an attempt to incarcerate her falsely.
>>>>
>>>> Mother and child have not lived in  county for , and  also is no longer a resident of arizona
now residing in . Multiple requests to transfer this case to the appropriate venue have been submitted, and
denied by the corrupt Judges of county in an effort to keep their corruption from further being out and to
continue to assist  with corrupt orders.
>>>>
>>>> Friday, , Judge  threatened the mother with incarceration after mother produced and
reference evidence of inability to comply and further outed and expressed concern for  harassment and intent
to cause harm and the fact that the judge has required no entry of any substantiated evidence of any allegations while
mother has produced culpious amount of evidences providing proof on her side and inocence.
>>>> Judge ignored mother, and her concerns for safety of herself and pleas for  and their safety against

>>>>
>>>> At a previous hearing,  raised her concerns regarding her safety from  . The court
failed to protect her, resulting in a  physically charging at  after the  hearing in the Halls of the
court house in county resulting in telling  to get away from her, and to Leave her alone and finally a
“ ” extremely loudly to  whom smirked
and said “ ” as she exited  said 

” .
>>>>  quickly remembered that   and knew she had no chance of
her rights being upheld by  county sheriffs office, and immediately left in fear. The court staff made no effort to
assist her, when the incident was extremely loud, and given her yelling and the fact no one else was in the main hall
where this took place, and no one offered assistance behind the counter where the incident would clearly be heard,

 felt incredibly unsafe.
>>>>
>>>> Judge  ordered mother to go to jail falsely stating she failed to comply with orders no one
could comply with, unless  the abuse victim of  ) to
come to the court house  or the judge was putting his mother in jail, while re iterating mother had no
authority to make the minor child do anything, since he ran away from fathers care, and filed for his own
emancipation that this judge subsequently denied once  was able to get the case transferred back into the
corrupt judges court the same as they did the  restraining order which both had been filed in 
county the proper venue for such filings. The transfers took place back to  county at direction to ensure
they ended up back in the hands of judges she controlled to gain favorable outcomes and unfair dismissals
benefitting 
>>>>
>>>> Judge  during the events ordered a  whom was a mutual friend of both  and
Judge  to advocate for the .
>>>>
>>>>  instead of advocating for the  as ordered instead chose to attack  with out any
information or conversation between them and only relaying informations provided by the abuser  and
his .  began making recomendations that were against the agreements of his client and himself,
advocating for  abuser rather then the well being 



>>>> It was noted the texting going on between  and  proceedings and innuendoes supplied
through proceedings that showing judge had knowledge about conversations not disclosed or even eluded to in
proceedings and having made requests based on her forward knowledge of judges order prior to them taking
place (for instance, on  take note of  request at the end of the Emancipation proceeding, as the court
moved into the , she requested “ 

”, in
which the judge at this point indicated nothing of such nature and this hearing was to be a review. The judge in that

 hearing then ordered  to go to the courthouse  morning or he would be arresting his
mother, for failure to comply, threatening the abuse victim that if he did not leave state with his abuser he would be
incarcerating his mother.”
>>>>
>>>> Mother and child have been treated with significant injustice and improper behaviors in county.
>>>>
>>>> We all believe this shows gross abuse of authority on the corrupt judges behalf and all are certain if subpoenas
were executed on , and social medias, texts calls, emails, and cells and land
lines direct corruption and collusion of the individuals would be easy to find and prove.
>>>>
>>>> I am hoping I can rely on you to investigate and bring justice to these corrupt individuals and make an
example that rural community corruption is not tolerated in Arizona let alone our country.
>>>>
>>>> Further more, these issues have been swept under the rug by , and attorney
generals office who had also been referenced by the judge and sought help from only to be told “ 

” with out proper investigation or interventions.
>>>>
>>>> Now  has been attempted to be physically assaulted by the uncontrolled . Harm will come to
Myself ) my family and my  who did everything he was suppose to in reporting criminal activities
and violence he endured by his father,  and asking for help same as I did. If some one does not step in
and stop their highly illegal activities I fear more harm will come to each of us.
>>>>
>>>> These individuals have been reported to the judicial commissions whom have failed to conduct thorough
investigations not contacting any witnesses, or requesting any of the evidence for review even.
>>>>
>>>>  has failed to reprimand  and has been fully aware of these issues as reported by several
parties, as well as several others who’ve had the same experiences with her.  was
again reported for her conducted and “ ”. An investigation was re- opened
by  after already being reported for harassment, and even though there are cameras in that court house,
no arrest or efforts have been made.
>>>>
>>>> Messages have been left with  to ask why proper investigations have not been done
nor reprimand taken and how all this continues and seems to fall to the waste side.
>>>>
>>>> Civil rights have been infringed on and this mother and child have been threatened.
>>>>
>>>> I would hope that I live in a country where this would not be allowed. My father  

 and did not do so to watch his  and  fall victim to corrupt rural
communities and corrupt court officers to benefit  a highly dangerous criminals.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>  firmly believe and is on record telling the court that she as well as a wide following of other who have
watched, heard and read the evidence in this case, that she will be falsely arrested and charged to be silenced and
suffice  revenge for being outted on record for her abuse of power, collusion, and the judges abuse of
authority in which has been an ongoing covered up issue.
>>>>
>>>> , as well as multiple others, have and will be contacting every government authority and
investigative Unit requesting investigation and formal charges be brought against , and

 no later then  . All communication have been saved and each
individuals complaint and  piece of confirmation as to their complaints, to whom, dates and times, and copies of



evidences submitted to them, have also been saved.
>>>>
>>>>  intends to file civil litigations and believes criminal charges are in order.
>>>>
>>>> ANY party being made aware of the direct corruptions in  County and these issue in particular, and not
initiate or take part in ensuring proper charging of the corrupt judge and attorney, should also be investigated for
corruption and collusion and aiding in the corrupt individuals protection to prevent it from coming to light.
>>>>
>>>> Any party aware or that has information to these acts and does not come forward and aide in their detention,
charging or investigation should also be held upon them directly, making them also responsible for assisting with
the illegal incarceration under false pretenses with malicious intent and false imprisonment of .
>>>>
>>>>  recently testified that mother is the only parent in arizona that is able, capable and a safe alternative for

 The corrupt judge attempted to force  to file an unnecessary dependency of the child in retaliation for
father (the accused and admitted abuser) in proceedings in 
>>>>
>>>> In that same proceeding,  of  not only perjured himself by stating that

 referals don’t come from attorneys, and then when mother questioned him just minutes later, he changed his
testimony to say “ ” after admitting that  called him
personally and asked him to be present at this hearing and he was only appearing at her request. He did say he
wasn’t sure which capacity she was acting in when she requested the favor of him to appear and was unsure whether
or not she was acting in her own interest or on behalf of  or as a court official which she is not in these
proceedings.
>>>>
>>>> I am requesting formal investigations, criminal charging against the corrupt individuals, and relief and
vacancy of the corrupt orders handed down by the compromised Judge  and Judge  and
transfer of this case to the appropriate venue of 
>>>>
>>>> I am unsure if all of my requests can be up held but I do know that criminal investigations can and should be
done of these judges and .
>>>>
>>>> We can not allow corrupt individual to make bias improper order nor abuse their authority to cause harm to
people in the public.
>>>>
>>>> I also should include the motivation behind  is monetary and vindictive in nature.  has
been the conservator of a trust fund she set up out of  county to protect  funds against father, whom
only can have access .
>>>>
>>>> Father has wanted the  since he learned of them, which is why mother requested the 

 court order lock the funds and bank account through  county court so that no one can gain
access with out permission of that court. The amount of that trust in over .
>>>>
>>>> Mother is the only thing standing between father and the .
>>>>
>>>> We are asking you as a a community to end the tyrant of , and her control and harassment of individuals
through harassment .
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> I’m asking you to act swiftly before more harm comes to this inocent mother and 
>>>>
>>>> I’m begging for your help. , I may be falsely incarcerated at the hand of these individuals while also
being the only party ordered to appear in person so that they may illegally detain me if some one else doesn’t do
what they want, in which the court has said I have no authority over.
>>>>
>>>> I am in fear of what the crooked county of  will do to us. We have all been forced to live in fear of them
for the last several years with consistent threats.
>>>>



>>>> Please help.
>>>>
>>>> Sent from my iPhone




